Dr. Gil and Judy Snider
Passionate duo turn their
creative energy into songs
By Wendell Ward
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about coping with the loss
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When months later they
author of the heartwarming
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Billy Rae had a long history with country music. In
In recent years, this passionate duo have turned
fact, it was Billy Rae’s father, Redd Stewart, who
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quiet determination toward songwriting, working
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To hear the professionally produced versions of Judy and Gil’s songs go to:
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Dr. Gil and Judy Snider began pursuing
songwriting together and have produced
three beautiful singles so far

get heard by other record producers
and artists, and end up as a hit on
the radio, or on film, or on a television
show or commercial.
Now with one successful recording under
their belt, Gil and Judy set about composing
more lyrics, and ended up with two more songs,
“The Words I Just Can’t Say,” about a man
struggling with his inability to say ‘I love you;’ and
“Invisible,” a stirring ballad about a woman who
feels unseen and neglected by the one she loves.
Both songs reveal an honest connection to their
own vulnerabilities, which Gil and Judy share
when they write together, as well as their talent for
communicating these feelings to an audience.
Dr. Gil admits that Judy is the go-getter when it
comes to understanding and navigating the music
business, and with her second set of lyrics in hand
she started making calls to Nashville. Reaching
out to music producer Justin Morgan of Pearl Snap
Studios, Judy initiated her plans to garner demo
recordings of their two new songs. With Gil and
Judy’s input on style and tempo, Justin found the
perfect vocal talent for each track, and mixed and
arranged the music for both recordings. The end
result was two beautifully rendered compositions,
ready for a grammy-winning singer to sit up, listen,
take to heart, and make their own.
For now, Gil and Judy would love to hear their
songs performed live, and are on the lookout for
local singers, as well as some of that fine talent in
Music City itself. They’ve even imagined it as part
of a film or television soundtrack, or as background
music on the hit TV show: Nashville.

